A spray model for pressure-swirl atomizers that is based on a linearized instability analysis of liquid sheets has been combined with an ignition and combustion model for stratified charge spark ignition engines. The ignition model has been advanced, such that the presence of dual spark plugs can now be accounted for.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years direct injection spark ignition (DISI) engines have become more and more popular due to potential fuel economy advantages compared to port injected SI engines [1] . Many of these modern gasoline direct injection engines rely on pressure-swirl atomizers as a means of establishing a highly dispersed hollow cone spray [2] . The fuel is injected with a strong rotational motion into the combustion chamber and forms a cone-shaped liquid sheet due to centrifugal forces. This sheet thins as it departs from the injector and subsequently breaks up into ligaments and droplets. Since spray characteristics influence the air-fuel mixing and hence ignition and combustion, an in-depth understanding of these processes is necessary in order to enable future engine designs that yield both better fuel economy and lower emissions. In this context the lateinjection, stratified-charge part load mode [3] of a DISI engine is of special interest to research, because possible misfiring and increased exhaust emissions are most crucial in these conditions.
A powerful tool to allow for deeper insights into the various subprocesses of engine combustion and their interactions is multi-dimensional modeling with so-called CFD-Codes (Computational Fluid Dynamics).
Such codes have been successfully applied for more than two decades in order to provide detailed information on spray and combustion phenomena, that can hardly be obtained by experiments because the location of interest is either not accessible with today's measurement techniques or because a particular process of interest cannot be isolated from other processes taking place simultaneously. Moreover, engine models -if correctly adjusted over a range of boundary conditions for a particular problem -can effectively be used to carry out parameter studies. Thus they can help identifying potentials for better engine design with a smaller number of time-consuming and expensive experiments.
In the past much progress has been made in modeling solid-cone jet sprays (i.e. diesel sprays), often choosing a formulation with an Eulerian scheme describing the gas phase and a Lagrangian stochastic method for the liquid phase of the spray. The interactions between the two phases are taken into account by adding source terms to the respective conservation equations of mass, energy and momentum. This method is used, for example, in the KIVA-II [4] and KIVA-3 [5] codes originally developed at Los Alamos National Laboratory. In order to calculate the atomization and secondary breakup of the injected liquid, various submodels have been proposed. Most widely used among those are the "blob" model proposed by Reitz [6] and the TAB-model (Taylor-Analogy-Breakup) by O'Rourke and Amsden [7] . In the former method blobs with the size of the effective nozzle diameter are injected and subsequently broken up by Kelvin-Helmholtz and Rayleigh-Taylor [8] instabilities, and the latter assumes a predefined droplet size distribution at the nozzle exit and utilizes an analogy between a distorted droplet and an oscillating springmass-system in order to estimate breakup.
Previous numerical studies on hollow-cone sprays have often been based on the same principles as those on jet sprays, thus relying on several simplifying assumptions and empirical parameters for the presence of the initial liquid sheet and its breakup into droplets, e.g. [9] [10] [11] . However, recent models for hollow-cone sprays have shown significant progress by calculating the breakuplength as well as the resulting diameters of ligaments and droplets based on a stability analysis of the initial cone-shaped liquid sheet [12, 13] . Arcoumanis and Gavaises [14] have presented a model that allows very detailed insight into the transient development of the two-phase flow within the a pressure-swirl nozzle by coupling a 1-D model for the fuel injection system with a 3-D single-phase model for the development of the swirl inside the injector and a 2-D two-phase model solving for the liquid-gas interface at the nozzle exit. However, due to the very high grid resolution required, applications of this model are limited to studies of the injector and its near vicinity.
Few numerical studies on DISI engines have concentrated on combustion phenomena. O'Rourke and Amsden [15] and Gill et al. [16] have investigated the UPS-2 engine with variable degrees of accuracy. Fan et al. [17] have presented a new way of modeling the ignition and early flame progress by utilizing Lagrangian marker particles -similar to the ones representing the spray particles -to track the position of the flame kernel. This reduces the sensitivity of the results to grid size effects that are usually encountered during the early stage of the ignition process. The main part of the combustion is treated by the characteristic-time model [18] with a modified description of the turbulent time scale originally proposed by Magnussen and Hjertager [19] .
The intention of the present study is to combine two independent submodels for spray atomization [13] and combustion [17] in DISI engines, that have been developed recently, in order to simulate a complete engine cycle including scavenging, injection, ignition, combustion and emission formation. The cited models are extended in this study to account for multiple spark plugs and split injections in order to be able to investigate DISI engines in a more conceptual and fundamental way. Using KIVA-3 [5] as a platform, the submodels are validated independently by comparing the simulation results with experimental data obtained both in a pressure bomb and in a small marine DISI twostroke engine equipped with a flat piston and a centrally located pressure-swirl injector. Finally, the model is used for a conceptual study on this engine in order to assess potential benefits of split injections on engine performance.
NUMERICAL MODELS
The CFD-code used in this study is a version of KIVA-3, that has been modified at the Engine Research Center at the University of Wisconsin specifically for engines flows, in order to improve prediction of gas turbulence [20] and wall heat transfer [21] as well as spray wall impingement [22] that can be of importance in DISI engines, especially when the fuel is injected towards the upwards moving piston in stratified charge partload conditions. The submodels for spray development and combustion are described in more detail in the following sections.
SPRAY MODEL: The transition from internal injector flow to a fully developed spray is estimated by the socalled LISA model (Linearized Instability Sheet Atomization) [13] . The process is assumed to occur in three consecutive steps: film formation, sheet breakup and atomization (Fig. 1) . The rotational motion of the fuel inside the injector leads to the formation of a liquid film near the injector walls, surrounding an air core at the center of the injector. Outside the nozzle the tangential velocity component of the fuel is transformed into a mostly radial component such that a cone shaped sheet results. Due to mass conservation this sheet thins as it departs further from the nozzle and moreover, it is subject to aerodynamic instability that causes breakup into ligaments. It is then assumed that the ligaments quickly break up into droplets by varicose instability. Once droplets are present in the spray, their behavior is determined by drag, collision, coalescence and secondary breakup. The total velocity of the fuel exiting the injector is related to the pressure drop across the injector exit by
and the axial velocity component can be determined by the cone half-angle θ of the spray which is assumed to be known for a given injector ( )
Based on similarity considerations between the swirl ports and nozzles, the discharge coefficient k v is assumed to be 0.7 in this study. However, the expression
has to be obeyed, in order to make sure that the experimentally determined mass flow rate m through the injector does not violate the continuity equation. In the general case, where the term on the right of eq. (3) is less than 0.7, it is assumed that an air-core exits in the center of the rotating flow as indicated in Fig. 1 , and the continuity equation relates the thickness t f of the liquid film to the measured mass flowrate:
The sheet breakup model has been discussed in detail in [23] and is only briefly presented here. It is assumed that a two-dimensional, viscous, incompressible liquid sheet of thickness 2h moves with velocity U through a quiescent, inviscid, incompressible gas medium. A spectrum of infinitesimal disturbances is imposed on the sheet surface and the liquid-gas interaction causes the amplitudes of these disturbances to grow:
In eq. (5), η 0 is the initial wave amplitude, k=2π /λ is the wave number, and ω =ω r +iω i is the complex growth rate of the surface disturbances. The most unstable disturbance has the largest value of ω r , denoted by Ω in the present work, and is assumed to be responsible for sheet breakup. Thus, it is desired to obtain a dispersion relation ω r =ω r (k) from which the most unstable disturbance can be deduced.
It has been shown [24, 25] 
can be used if three main assumptions are made: first of all, an order of magnitude analysis using typical values from the inviscid solutions shows that the terms of second order in viscosity can be neglected in comparison to all other terms. In addition, if a critical gas Weber number of We g =27/16 (based on the relative velocity, the gas density and the sheet half-thickness) is exceeded, short waves will grow on the sheet surface, with a growth rate independent of the sheet thickness. Lastly, the gas to liquid density ratio Q has to be sufficiently small, Q << 1. All of the above conditions are typically met by modern pressure-swirl atomizers in DISI engine type applications.
Once the disturbances on the sheet surface have reached a critical amplitude, ligaments are assumed to be formed. The breakup time τ b for this process can be formulated based on an analogy with the breakup length of cylindrical liquid jets, e.g., [26] ( )
where η b is the critical amplitude at breakup, η 0 is the amplitude of the initial disturbance and Ω is the maximum growth rate, that is obtained by numerically maximizing eq. (6) as a function of the wave number k. The corresponding breakup length L can then be estimated by assuming constant velocity for the liquid sheet:
The quantity ln(η b /η 0 ) is given the value 12 in the present study based on the work of Dombrowski and Hooper [27] . The diameter of the ligaments formed at the point of breakup is obtained from a mass balance, assuming that that the ligaments are formed from tears in the sheet once per wavelength. The resulting diameter is given by
where K s is the wave number corresponding to the maximum growth rate Ω. Hence, the ligament diameter is a function of the sheet half-thickness h at the breakup position, which is related to its initial value h 0 at the injector exit by
where
The further breakup of ligaments into droplets is calculated based on an analogy to Weber's result for growing waves on cylindrical, viscous liquid columns. The wave number K L for the fastest growing wave on the ligaments is ( )
If it is assumed that breakup occurs when the amplitude of the most unstable wave is equal to the radius of the ligament, one drop will be formed per wavelength. A mass balance then yields
The above formulations provide the initial information for the drops that are introduced into the computational domain. The widely used TAB breakup model [7] is chosen in the present study in order to estimate the secondary breakup of those droplets. The TAB model utilizes the analogy between a distorted droplet and an oscillating spring-mass-system. The force balance for the droplet gives 
where t is time and y is the drop distortion parameter that is normalized by the drop radius. Breakup occurs if and only if y>1. In that case energy balances taken before (subscript 1) and after (subscript 2) breakup lead to the new mean droplet diameter:
As opposed to the original TAB model where a χ 2 function is assumed for the dropsize distribution after breakup, a Rosin-Rammler distribution was chosen here, since it showed better agreement for DISI applications in previous studies [12] .
TREATMENT OF SPARK PLUGS:
In most DISC engines the reach of the spark plugs into the combustion chamber is greater than in homogenous charge engines, since the mixture in DISC engines is often lean close to the cylinder head walls and thus not suited for ignition. Because of this protrusion, a spark plug acts as a flow obstacle that may have a significant influence on the gas motion in the cylinder. This effect is accounted for by representing a plug by particles that are distributed within the grid cells occupied by that plug [17] . The drag coefficient of these particles is set to a very large number (i.e., c D = 1000) to decrease the gas velocity in the vicinity of the obstacle. A number of 3000 particles has been chosen to represent one spark plug.
In the present study, the spark plug model has been upgraded such that it is now possible to model cases with more than one spark plug per cylinder. This increases the usefulness of the model by allowing a much greater variety of conceptual studies that can be executed with the program. The addition to the model has been implemented in a way that the geometric shape of the plugs has to be defined only once, relative to a reference point and a reference axis. One or more spark plugs can then easily be placed at any location and in any orientation within the combustion chamber by moving and tilting the reference point and axis, respectively.
IGNITION MODEL:
The so-called discrete particle ignition kernel (DPIK) model proposed by Fan et al. [17] is used in this study to describe the ignition process and early stage of combustion. In this model the initial flame kernel is represented by N p,tot Lagrangian marker particles, similar to the particles representing the fuel droplets in the spray model (Fig. 2) . This treatment allows one to reduce the sensitivity of the ignition model to grid size effects. The ignition kernel is assumed to be spherical and its radial growth rate is calculated as a function of the laminar flame speed s L and the turbulent kinetic energy k of the flow field:
The parameter T ad /T accounts for thermal expansion effects, where T ad is the adiabatic flame temperature and T is an estimated local unburned gas temperature based on adiabatic compression, i.e.
The subscripts k1 and k2 represent the conditions inside the ignition kernel at the start and after the start of 101.3kPa
where Φ is the equivalence ratio in the spark region, R is the residual mass fraction and T is obtained from eq. (17) again.
The diameter d k of the ignition kernel can now be estimated as a function of the time elapsed since the start of ignition:
In eq. (19) d k0 is the initial kernel diameter at start of ignition which is set to 1mm -approximately the size of the spark gap -in this study. For simplicity, a one-step reaction is chosen during this early stage of combustion
and the change in species densities is calculated by .
In eq. (21), C sto,i is the stoichiometric coefficient of species i in reaction (20), Σ is the flame surface density within a particular cell,
and C w is a constant which is set to 20 and accounts for flame wrinkling effects and assures complete combustion inside the ignition kernel.
In addition to the heat released by the chemical reaction inside the ignition kernel a constant rate of energy is supplied to the spark cell during the ignition period. It represents the actual spark energy and typically lasts for about 0.5 to 1.0 ms.
COMBUSTION MODEL: Once the ignition kernel has exceeded a critical diameter that is related to the integral turbulent length scale l l of the flow field, such that
the ignition model switches to the main combustion model. For this purpose the characteristic-time combustion model is applied [18] . It assumes the conversion rate for each species is governed by the difference between its actual and equilibrium densities within a cell and a characteristic time τ c for the achievement of equilibrium:
The characteristic time τ c is the sum of a laminar and a turbulent timescale τ l and τ t , respectively, and is identical (25) where R is the residual mass fraction, p 0 =101.3 kPa and E=15,098 K.
The turbulent mixing time scale is calculated based on Ref. [19] with the following modifications:
otherwise. C m3 is set to 0.09 and C m2 = 0.6C m3 .
In cells adjacent to the combustion chamber walls the turbulent time scale becomes zero and combustion is solely governed by laminar combustion. However, since the mesh size is greater than the typical boundary layer, the laminar time scale is estimated based on an effective temperature,
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wall cell eff
in these cases.
NO X EMISSION MODEL:
The extended Zeldovich mechanism is used for calculation of NO-formation. Based on a steady state assumption for N, the mechanism is reduced to a single rate equation for NO as described by Heywood [30] .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

SPRAY SIMULATION -PRESSURE BOMB:
The proposed spray model was first tested by simulating an injection process into a pressure bomb. By injecting a liquid with low volatility (Stoddard Solvent) into quiescent air of ambient temperature, it is possible to isolate spray formation and penetration from evaporation and combustion that would take place simultaneously in a combustion engine. Thus, the spray submodel can be validated independently.
The injection process was simulated in two spatial dimensions of the rectangular bomb, using a 25x100 grid (X-and Z-directions, respectively) of 2x2 mm cells. The pressure-swirl atomizer studied was the same that was used in the two-stroke engine discussed in the following sections. The injection parameters are summarized in Tab. 1 and were chosen to be similar to the engine conditions. Two different air back pressures inside the bomb -101 kPa and 366 kPa -were studied. The air temperature inside the bomb was chosen as 300 K in both cases. In Fig. 3 a series of spray photographs obtained in this pressure bomb [31] is compared with the corresponding simulation results for the atmospheric backpressure case. Figure 4 shows the respective results for the case with an air pressure of 366 kPa. Both series of pictures suggest that the LISA spray model can predict the general behavior of the spray very well. Just after the start of injection (t = 0.444 ms) the spray has a "perfect" cone-shape with the cone angle specified in Tab. 1.
During the progress of injection (t = 1.111 ms and t = 1.777 ms), the spray shape deviates from its initial perfect cone-shape. The cone angle becomes narrower towards the spray front and a re-circulating vortex starts to form at the spray edges. This vortex is very well developed and is clearly visible at t = 1.777 ms.
The influence of the increased backpressure on the spray is predicted very well, too. Comparing Figs. 3 and 4, it can be seen that the spray tip penetration decreases for the higher air pressure. Moreover, the cone angle becomes significantly narrower and the vortex at the spray edge is much more distinct for this case. All these phenomena can be observed in the spray photographs as well as in the simulation results. 6 show the calculated and simulated spray tip penetrations for the low and high air pressure cases, respectively. Again, the agreement between simulation and experimental data is very satisfactory. Both the absolute distances and the changes in gradient, i.e., the changes in spray tip velocity, are predicted well. The calculated Sauter mean diameter of the spray droplets (averaged over all droplets in the spray) is included in Figs. 5 and 6 , too. It can be seen that the increased back pressure causes smaller droplets and a higher degree of dispersion. This effect is to be expected because of the pronounced interaction between the spray and the higher density gas.
The increase of the mean droplet diameter with time in Fig. 6 can be explained by droplet coalescence. Since the spray is much denser in the increased back pressure case (compare Figs. 3 and 4) , droplet collision and coalescence occur more frequently than in the atmospheric back pressure case. Therefore, the mean diameter increases until an equilibrium between droplet coalescence and aerodynamic breakup is reached.
Overall TWO-STROKE DISI ENGINE: A small direct injection spark ignition two-stroke engine that is widely used in marine applications and has been modeled previously [32] is investigated in this study. The experimental results presented in this section have been obtained on a single-cylinder research version of this engine [33] . The engine has a flat piston and is operated with a prototype pressure-swirl injector located centrally in the dome-shaped cylinder head. Two spark plugs -one on the boost port side and one on the exhaust port side of the cylinder dome -with identical ignition timings have been used for all test runs. They are located on the symmetry plane of the engine and their axes are tilted 35° from the cylinder centerline. The spark plug reach into the dome is approximately 12 mm. In order to validate the combustion model, a medium speed, part load operating condition, typical of stratified charge operation in DISI engines, has been investigated. The model parameters were first adjusted to a baseline case (ϕ inj = -80°) and the model was then used to estimate engine performance for an advanced and a retarded injection timing. The ignition timing was kept constant for the validation cases. The operating conditions and engine specifications are summarized in Tab. 2, and Fig. 7 shows the computing mesh used for the KIVA-calculation.
Fig. 7: Computing Mesh
Scavenging: The scavenging process is generally of great importance in two-stroke engines. Because even slight changes in the intake or exhaust port pressures can influence the in-cylinder flow field significantly, it is crucial to specify precise port boundary conditions in multi-dimensional engine modeling. In this study the exhaust port pressure trace was available from experiments and the results of a one-dimensional engine code [34] were utilized to specify the intake pressure as a function of crank angle. The intake pressure trace obtained from the 1D-calculation was then slightly adjusted to assure that the integrated mass flow through the cylinder predicted by the CFD-calculation matched the experimental steady-state exhaust flow rate. Figure 8 compares the calculated cylinder pressure with the experimental cylinder pressure during the scavenging period.
Fig. 8: Predicted and Experimental Cylinder Pressures During Scavenging
The experimentally obtained exhaust pressure is included in the graph as well. While there are small deviations between the two cylinder pressure traces in the period around bottom dead center, the major trends agree exceptionally well. Therefore, there is confidence in an accurate prediction of the flow pattern present in the cylinder after the end of scavenging.
Injection Timing / Single Injection: In order to test the combustion model, engine performance was assessed for the operating conditions stated in Table 2 . Three different timings for the start of injection were investigated, and rectangular injection rate profiles were assumed, in accordance with measured data. The predicted and measured cylinder pressure traces for the baseline case (ϕ inj = -80°ATDC) are compared in Fig. 9 . Also included in Fig. 9 are the estimated NO xconcentrations in the combustion chamber and an experimental data point that has been extracted from a series of transient, crank-angle-resolved exhaust composition measurements taken directly downstream of the exhaust port [33] . The data point represents the NO x -concentration averaged over a time window spanning from 98° to 115°ATDC. Since this time window starts after the opening of the exhaust port (EPO = 95°) and ends prior to the opening of the intake port (IPO = 117°) all gases seen by the sampling probe must come only from the trapped cylinder contents. Assuming that the cylinder contents are reasonably well mixed at EPO, and that the NO-reducing reactions are already frozen due to the relatively low gas temperature, this measurement represents a better estimate of the actual NO x -concentration within the combustion chamber than a steady-state value measured further downstream in the exhaust system. In two-stroke engines the latter would typically be diluted by short-circuited intake air. In general, the accordance between predicted and experimental pressure traces, as well as between the NO x -concentrations is very good for the baseline case (ϕ inj = -80°, Fig. 9 ). Both the absolute magnitude and the timing of the predicted peak pressure agree well with the experimental data, and the measured NO x -concentration is matched almost exactly. There is only a slight deviation between the predicted and experimental pressure traces in the late part of the compression stroke, approximately between -20°ATDC and 0°ATDC. A calculation of the motored pressure trace revealed that this difference is not caused by the ignition model because the predicted motored pressure exceeded the experimental pressure in this region as well. Thus, the deviation in the pressure trace is most likely caused by a slight over-prediction in the trapped cylinder mass.
However, considering that an exact simulation of the two-stroke scavenging process is generally a very challenging task, the overall agreement between simulation and experimental data is very promising. This holds especially true since all empirical parameters contained in the spray and combustion submodels were kept almost identical to their respective values used in previous studies [13, 17] . Moreover, the submodel for the NO x -formation does not contain any tuning constants at all. Figure 10 shows the predicted effects of both an advanced and a retarded injection timing on the pressure trace and the resulting NO x -concentration inside the cylinder. The corresponding experimental data are displayed in Fig. 11 , where the NO xconcentrations are determined as described above. Figures 12 to 14 show the distribution of the air-fuel-ratio at the time of the spark timing (ϕ ign = -26°). It is apparent that the predicted pressure trace for the advanced injection case (Fig. 10 , ϕ inj = -94°) is different from the respective experimental pressure trace in Fig. 11 . In the simulation case a very lean mixture at both spark plugs (see Fig. 12 ) causes the ignition kernels to grow extremely slowly. Therefore, the ignition model switches very late to the main combustion model and even thereafter combustion is predicted to be slow because of the lean mixture. This results in a pressure trace that is almost similar to a motored pressure trace and nitrogen oxides are hardly formed at all because of the low gas temperatures.
In the experimental data (Fig. 11) , that is averaged over a number of cycles, combustion can be observed for the advanced injection (ϕ inj = -94°). However, the cylinder pressure is also much lower than for the two other injection timings, indicating that ignition and combustion take place under lean conditions as predicted by the combustion model. Moreover, in the experiments the coefficient of variation for the mean indicated pressure increased significantly for the advanced injection case compared to the baseline case. This indicates greater cycle-to-cycle variations and possible misfiring, and this trend has been explained by the KIVA simulation. For obvious reasons the cycle-to-cycle variations cannot be quantified by the present RANS-based (Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes) combustion model, which simply predicts poorer combustion and a lower cylinder pressure. Consequently, the predicted NO x -emission is almost zero, whereas the experimental NO x -data represents an average between engine cycles with combustion and relatively high NO x -concentrations and cycles with negligible concentrations because of misfirings.
The effect of the retarded injection timing is seen to be almost negligible compared to the baseline case in the experimental results (Fig. 11) . In fact, the differences between the pressure traces as well as between the NO x -concentrations are within the limits of the uncertainty of the measurements. The KIVA results on the other hand indicate a slightly quicker combustion for the retarded injection case than for the baseline case, and this results in an increased cylinder pressure. The reason for this deviation is obvious from Figs. 13 and 14. In the retarded injection case, the mixture at the intakeside spark plug is slightly richer than in the baseline case. Therefore, the ignition kernel grows faster, and the model switches earlier to the characteristic time combustion model, that accounts for the major part of the heat release. Consequently, not only the cylinder pressure but also the maximum local gas temperature increases, such that increased nitrogen oxide formation results. Again, this difference between prediction and experiment is believed to be caused by the effect of the flow field after scavenging rather than by the combustion model. The fact that a richer mixture at the spark plug leads to quicker combustion and a higher rate of NO xformation is very reasonable. Figure 15 shows a predicted map of ignition timing versus injection timing that identifies regions which allow stable combustion for the engine load and speed specified in Tab. 2. The map was established by running the proposed models for various injection timings and assuming that stable combustion can be achieved for those ignition timings, at which the gas equivalence ratio at one of the spark gaps is within the ignitable limits of 0.7 and 1.3. Thus, for each injection timing a time span for possible ignition timings was determined for each of the two spark plugs, such that the two areas of ignitable injection-/ ignition-timing combinations shown in Fig. 15 were obtained. The upper area represents the spark plug located on the intake port side of the combustion chamber (right hand side in Figs. 12 to 14) and the lower area represents the plug located on the exhaust port side.
According to test engine data, an injection duration of 12°CA with a rectangular injection rate profile was chosen for all runs included in Fig. 15 . The injected fuel mass was kept constant for all investigated injection timings.
The results show that for the engine operating conditions specified in Tab. 2, the exhaust side spark plug requires generally an earlier ignition timing than the intake side plug. This can be explained by the counter-clockwise tumble inside the cylinder, that is of mediocre strength for the chosen engine speed. The airflow deflects the injected fuel towards the exhaust plug while it is still in the upper half of the cylinder dome. Once the fuel reaches the region near the piston, it is shifted to the intake port side again, and finally up towards the intake side plug.
Two main conclusions can be drawn from Fig. 15 . Firstly, the range of those injection-/ ignition-timing combinations yielding strong and stable combustion that can be selected in order to optimize the typical trade-off between fuel consumption and NO x -emissions can be enlarged significantly by using two spark plugs instead of only one. This is especially the case if one considers that the sizes, shapes and locations of the two areas displayed in Fig. 15 will change for different load and speed conditions of the engine. For example, for a higher engine speed the tumble in the combustion chamber will intensify such that the fuel vapor will be deflected more quickly and the combustible area corresponding to the exhaust side plug is likely to increase and move to a later ignition timing while the area representing the intake side plug will most probably shift to earlier timings. The second conclusion is drawn from the fact that the two areas representing the spark plugs do not intersect. This suggests that engine performance could most likely be enhanced by choosing an independent ignition timing for each of the plugs. The most stable and quickest combustion -that could however, cause drawbacks with respect to NO xformation and engine knock -will typically result for ignition timings chosen well within the indicated limits of ignition/combustion for the respective plugs indicated in Fig. 15 .
With the spray and combustion models described above, plots similar to Fig. 15 can be created for various load and speed conditions of an engine. Iso-curves for particular equivalence ratios that have been proven desirable for ignition of the specific engine can then easily be included, such that the proposed combustion model can be viewed as a powerful tool to simplify the search for a map of suitable injection-and ignitiontimings of a DISC engine.
CONCEPTUAL STUDY ON SPLIT INJECTIONS:
The proposed model was applied to study the effects of split injections on combustion characteristics and engine performance for the same operating conditions of the DISC two-stroke engine specified in the previous section. In order to keep the number of parameters for this study manageable, only injection cases with two pulses of equal duration (6°CA each) were considered. Consequently, each pulse contained exactly 50% of the total fuel mass injected in the single injection cases. Moreover, to enable a direct comparison of the split injection results to the single injection results, the second injection pulse was always timed such that its end was equal to the end of injection of the respective single injection case (see Fig. 16 ). The start of the first injection pulse was varied in increments of 6°CA up to a timing of -110°ATDC, which represents the earliest start of injection that still eliminates the possibility of fuel getting short-circuited directly into the exhaust port of the two-stroke engine (EPC=-95°ATDC). Two series of split injection calculations were performed, corresponding to the baseline and retarded single injection cases of the previous section. In the first series of runs (corresponding to the baseline case) the second injection pulse was fixed, starting at -74° and ending at -68°ATDC, while the timing of the first pulse was varied. In the second series of runs (corresponding to the retarded injection case) the second pulse was fixed at -62° to -56°ATDC and the timing of the first pulse was varied again.
The injection-/ ignition-timing combinations yielding stable combustion are displayed in Figs. 17 and 18 for these two series of calculations, respectively. Compared to the single injection results (Fig. 15) , it can be seen that for both series of split injections the possible start of ignition at the exhaust side plug can be extended to a later timing by up to 20°CA. On the other hand, the time windows for possible ignition at the intake side plug decrease for an earlier start of injection of the first pulse. However, in spite of this shortening at the intake plug, Fig. 18 suggests that a split injection can be designed which allows simultaneous ignition at both spark plugs (i.e., in contrast to Fig. 15 the areas representing the two spark plugs do intersect in Fig. 18 ). The corresponding time window during that ignition at both plugs is possible is located between approximately -30° and -15°CA, which is very favorable for combustion under the given operating conditions. Hence, the combination of two spark plugs and split injections can be utilized to design a strong ignition and stable combustion, when the later timing for the second injection pulse (-62° to -56°) is selected. The reason for the described changes in the injection-/ ignition-timing maps can be concluded by examining the histories of the air-fuel ratio distributions in the combustion chamber for a typical split injection case and for a single injection case as shown in Figs. 19 and 20, respectively. As the top plot in Fig. 19 (ϕ=-60°ATDC) indicates, the fuel injected during the early first pulse is already diluted to an air-fuel ratio of about 20 when the second injection pulse starts. Since early in the compression stroke the counter-clockwise tumble is not yet strongly developed, this fuel cloud resulting from the first injection pulse tends to stay on the left side of the cylinder (i.e., on the exhaust port side). And even though the evaporation rate of the liquid fuel dropletsrepresented by the dots in Figs. 19 and 20 -is slow due to the low gas temperature at an early injection timing, there is no excessive amount of liquid fuel impinging on the piston surface. This is simply due to the fact that the early injected fuel can travel a longer distance from the injector until it reaches the piston.
At -40°ATDC the fuel clouds resulting from the two different pulses have mixed. However, the air-fuel distribution is much different than in the corresponding single injection case of Fig. 20 . Due to the early first injection pulse, that almost reaches into the squish region near the exhaust port, the fuel cloud stays more to the left and extends further into the cylinder dome. An additional effect is that an early injection pulse just after EPC counteracts the development of a strong tumble. Therefore, the counter-clockwise trajectory of the injected fuel is diminished.
Because only 50% of the total fuel mass is injected at a late timing when the piston is close to the injector, the amount of liquid fuel impinging on the piston surface can be limited. Consequently, the amount of extremely rich mixture close to the piston is also reduced. Overall the fuel cloud caused by the split injection is narrower, shifted towards the exhaust side and extends further up into the cylinder dome than the one resulting from a single injection.
At -26°ATDC, which was chosen as the ignition timing for all combustion calculations in this study, similar trends can be observed. For the split injection, there is less liquid fuel and less rich mixture close to the piston surface and the regions of intermediate and lean mixture extend further towards the exhaust side spark plug. On the other hand, the weaker tumble caused by the early first injection pulse delays the movement of the fuel cloud up into the dome area and towards the intake side spark plug. This is the main reason why the intake plug areas in Figs. 17 and 18 are smaller and start at a later ignition timing than for the single injection cases displayed in Fig. 15 . However, in the split injection case represented in Fig. 19 the air-fuel ratio at the spark gap is still comparable to the one in the single injection case, such that stable ignition and combustion are predicted. In fact, since the flamefront can be initiated at both plugs for the presented split injection case, the mixture starts to burn even more quickly. The latter aspect is further explored in Fig. 21 , which shows predicted peak combustion pressures resulting from various injection timings for both single and split injection cases. The ignition timing was kept constant for all investigated cases at -26°ATDC. Since the total mass of injected fuel is also identical in each of the cases, the peak pressure can provide an estimate of the specific fuel consumption. A higher peak pressure occurring at roughly the same timing typically means a better efficiency of the engine.
Fig. 21: Peak Cylinder Pressure for Various Injection Strategies
The graph shows that the split injection with the retarded second pulse (-62° to -56°ATDC) can yield a higher maximum cylinder pressure than the baseline and retarded single injection cases that are also included in Fig. 21 . This is due to the fact that ignition can take place at two different locations in the cylinder such that the early stages of combustion proceed more quickly. For the split injection cases with the second pulse timed between -74° and -68° ATDC, the very low peak pressures indicate that there is hardly any combustion taking place for the chosen ignition timing of -26°. This agrees to the results in Fig. 17 that show that no stable combustion can be achieved for this particular ignition timing at either spark plug.
The cylinder averaged concentrations of nitrogen oxides and unburned fuel at EPO that correspond to the above peak pressures are displayed in Figs. 22 and 23. As it was expected the cases without sufficient combustion are characterized by extremely low NO x -concentrations and large amounts of unburned fuel.
However, comparing the split injection cases that do yield satisfactory combustion (retarded second pulse) and the single injection cases, the graphs suggest that a split injection can be designed that allows a combustion with higher peak pressure (i.e., a lower specific fuel consumption), comparable emissions of unburned fuel and equal or even lower NO x -emissions. Specifically, this is the case for split injections with the start of the first pulse varying between -92 and -80°ATDC and the start of the second pulse fixed at -62°ATDC.
Taking into account the results of Fig. 19 this behavior can be explained as follows. The late second pulse of the injection supplies a stratified charge that is sufficiently rich to initiate combustion at the intake plug. At the same time, the fuel of the earlier first pulse penetrates into a region of the cylinder that is not that strongly affected by the tumble flow. Therefore, it tends to stay on the exhaust port side of the combustion chamber and enables ignition at the exhaust side plug. Due to the flame initiations at two different positions in the cylinder, the early part of combustion can proceed more quickly such that the spatially integrated rate of heat release is increased and an improved engine efficiency is obtained. However, since each injection pulse contains only 50 % of the total fuel mass, the fraction of fuel that burns rapidly in a stoichiometric or rich mixture and results in high local temperatures is limited. A greater amount of fuel has been more diluted with air and burns under leaner conditions (AF-ratio between 20 and 25). Thus, high local temperatures are avoided and the rate of nitrogen-oxide formation can be controlled.
Another reason for the lower NO x -concentration in the split injection case could be that there is less liquid fuel evaporating off the piston surface because of the smaller amount of fuel injected late when the piston is close to the injector. Consequently a greater fraction of energy that is required for the evaporation is subtracted from the cylinder gases rather than the piston. Therefore, the gas temperature stays lower, which is favorable for low NO xformation. Similar positive effects of split injections have been found by Kuwahara et al. [35] in an experimental study performed on a DISC four-stroke engine. Among other results they concluded that a richer mixture at the spark plug is beneficial for a quick initiation of the flame and a more diluted mixture resulting from an early pulse helps controlling engine knock that is typically caused if combustion takes place too fast.
The agreement between the two studies is very promising, as it indicates that general trends resulting from various injection and ignition strategies can be predicted well with the current combustion model. Therefore, the model represents a powerful tool for further improvements in engine design. 
CONCLUSIONS
A liquid sheet atomization model for pressure-swirl injectors has been combined with a phenomenological ignition model that tracks the initial growth of the flame kernel with Lagrangian marker particles. The models have been advanced in this analysis to allow the simulation of multiple spark plugs as well as split injections and have been applied in order to study a small marine DISI two-stroke engine with a modified KIVA-3 code.
In a first step, the spray model has been validated independently of the ignition and combustion models by calculating a non-evaporating spray in a pressure bomb under various boundary conditions. A good agreement was found between predicted results and experimental data such that there is confidence in the predictive quality of the spray model.
The complete model has then been applied to study the DISI two-stroke engine operating in a late injection, stratified charge mode typical of part load conditions. Predicted engine performance has been compared to experimental data for three different injection timings. While the accordance for the baseline case is exceptionally good, deviations in the absolute quantities for cylinder pressures and NO x -emissions can be observed for the advanced and retarded injection timings. These deviations are most likely caused by an uncertainty in the flow field present after the scavenging process of the two-stroke engine, for which only limited experimental data was available. However, the general trends caused by a change in injection timing have been predicted correctly.
Finally, a conceptual study about the effect of split injections has been performed for the same DISI twostroke engine. In this study the simulation model has been proven to be a valuable tool in engine design, since it allows to establish maps of injection-/ ignitiontiming combinations that ensure stable combustion without misfiring that is crucial in DISC engines, especially at part load conditions. Moreover, the model has been successfully used to identify optimum timings for split injections. A potential has been found to improve the engine's specific fuel consumption compared to single injection operation while the unburned fuel emissions remain approximately unchanged and NO x -formation can even be slightly reduced.
Specifically, the simulation results suggest that a twopulse injection with 50% of the fuel mass injected directly after the closing of the exhaust port and the remaining 50% injected approximately 30°CA later represents the optimum for the investigated part load conditions. The late injected fuel of the second pulse is still stratified at the ignition timing such that a sufficiently rich mixture at the spark plug ensures a stable initiation of combustion. In contrast, the fuel injected during the early first pulse is more diluted and results in a reduced maximum combustion temperature such that formation of nitrogen oxides can be controlled. 
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